
 

Rāmāyaṇa. The divine poem as revealed by the Rājbanśī masks
Oriental Art Museum of Venice, 8 April – 10 September 2017

from Tuesday to Sunday - from 10am to 6pm 

Oriental Art Museum of Venice presents the exhibition Rāmāyaṇa. The divine poem as 
revealed by the Rājbanśī masks, produced by ICI Venice - Istituto Culturale 
Internazionale and Association pour le Rayonnement des Cultures Himalayennes, curated 
by Marta Boscolo Marchi and François Pannier, with the scientific contribution by Stefano 
Beggiora.  
The exhibition is under the patronage of UNESCO, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and  
ICOO, Istituto di Cultura per l’Oriente e l’Occidente. It offers a fascinating journey through 
Nepal, India and Indonesia, following the spread of the Rāmāyaṇa, one of the sacred texts 
of Hinduism. 
Traditionally attributed to the sage Vālmīki, the original nucleus of the epic poem was 
actually composed between the sixth and third centuries BC and achieved its 
comprehensiveness in the first centuries of our era. As the Homeric poems, the Rāmāyaṇa 
is an organic corpus of cultural models and knowledge for an entire civilization.
The splendid  masks belonging to Alain Rouveure collection are exposed and they 
represent  some of the numerous  characters in the saga of Rāma,  considered to be an 
avatāra  (divine descent) of Viṣṇu. These artifacts were created for sacred performances 
taking place in the villages and testify the  rooting of this tradition among the Rājbanśī, 
an ethnic group  living in the area spread out between southern Nepal, Bihar and West 
Bengal. 
As will be seen in the documentary film shot by Anne and Ludovic Segarra in 1975, in the 
Mithila region, women continue to paint their houses with sacred scenes taken from the 
epic, and among the villages of the country semi-professional actors enact 
the protagonists of the Rāmāyaṇa by simply painting their faces.
From India, the Rāmāyaṇa also spread to Indonesia: its staging in the Indonesian 
puppetry and particularly in the wayang kulit, the shadow theater, has made  it one of the 
most popular narrative cycles of the country. The last room of the exhibition shows the 
puppets of the Oriental Art Museum's collection portraying several characters of Rājbanśī 
masks thereby evoking a fascinating cultural connection between India and Indonesia.
During the exhibition will be realized several events: a conference with Stefano Beggiora 
and the curator François Pannier, the 11th of April; a conference with the curators François 
Pannier and Marta Boscolo Marchi and the collector Alain Rouveure, the 5th of 
September. 
It will also be organized and edicationa workshop for children with Indian dances, curated 
by the association MACINAPEPE, the 27th of May.
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